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Indiana Business Research Center
The IBRC empowers communities and their leadership to build equitable and thriving regions through strategic insights, data and practical research.
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BBKI indicates economic activity nears trend in February
The latest release of the Brave-Butters-Kelley Indexes (BBKI) has the coincident indicator at -0.2 for February, increasing from our revised estimate for January of -0.8. This reading suggests the economy picked up in the second month of year and got closer to trend
View the latest BBKI release »

See more news from the IBRC »

Help us keep providing the public with the economic information they need.
Donate

https://www.facebook.com/IUibrc
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Statistics for states, counties, cities and towns, townships, regions, census tracts and more.
Visit STATS Indiana
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Your portal to U.S. data supported by the U.S. Economic Development Administration
Visit StatsAmerica
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Supported by the Indiana Department of Workforce Development
Visit Hoosiers By The Numbers






Publications & Media
[image: InContext logo]Easy-to-read analysis of Indiana’s economy
Substantive, easy-to-read articles about Indiana's workforce and economy published on a bi-monthly basis.
Visit InContext


[image: Indiana Business Review logo]Economic insights for Indiana since 1926
Quarterly analysis and insight on Indiana’s economic and demographic issues.
Visit Indiana Business Review
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Daily news from newspapers around the state focusing on hot business topics.
Visit Indiana Economic Digest






State Data & Econometric Services
[image: Information for Indiana logo]Unleashing data for decision making and research
A partnership of state agencies and the Indiana Business Research Center to improve the quality and usability of state data.
Visit Information for Indiana


[image: Indiana Gateway logo]An open door into local government finance
How taxes and other public dollars are budgeted and spent by Indiana's local units of government.
Visit Indiana Gateway


[image: Center for Econometric Model Research logo]Economic forecasts for Indiana, metros and nation
Quarterly economic forecasts for the United States, Indiana and Indiana metropolitan areas.
Visit CEMR






Sign up for our newsletters
Receive IBRC updates of the latest articles, data releases and much more.

Subscribe
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Director
Learn More
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Executive Director
Learn More
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